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						Hotels Houston TX

							Feel the Pulse
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				Modern style meets world-class service at The Moran, located at the heart of Houston’s bustling CITYCENTRE. From upscale dining experiences to lively surroundings and a state-of-the-art selection of guest accommodations, plan an engaging trip to remember at our AAA Four Diamond destination.
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                    Stay

                            A Contemporary Stay

                
        Choose from a sophisticated collection of accommodations, each with its own stylish touches. Furnished and decorated with the neighborhood’s exciting energy in mind, our Houston, TX hotel rooms offer outstanding comfort with an upbeat flair.
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            Dine

                        From Mezze to Mixology

                
            Find your table at Radio Milano and savor flavorful Mediterranean fare, followed by a nightcap at the downstairs Milano Bar. The Moran offers something for every taste.
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                LOCALS WE LOVE PACKAGE

                                
                
                We’re spreading the local love! Texas residents can enjoy up to 15% off the best flexible rate with our Locals We Love package.
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                ROMANCE PACKAGE

                                
                
                Enjoy a discounted guest room for two, plus a bottle of Mumm Napa Sparkling Wine and a dozen chocolate-covered strawberries.
                

                                    Learn More 
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                        Weddings

                                            Your Special Day Brought to Life

                                        Swing into your first dance as a married couple under the twinkling lights of our ballroom and treat every one of your guests to a celebratory weekend for the ages. At The Moran, our team is ready to make your dream wedding a reality every step of the way.
                                            Weddings 
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                        Meetings

                                            With Business in Mind

                                        From global executives to engineers and professionals in booming local industries, our hotel has always been a magnet for movers and shakers looking for a place to gather and get things done. Choose from 15 refined meeting spaces tailored to your event.
                                            Meetings 
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                            Location See Houston

                
        Located near the Energy Corridor, The Moran places you in close proximity to Houston’s best neighborhoods and destinations. Beyond CITYCENTRE, you can explore the excitement of Memorial City, the scenery of Addicks Reservoir, and more.
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			Stay Connected

			Thank you for your interest.
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            Privacy Policy agreement
            
                  I have read and agree to the Privacy Policy.
            

            
                 Yes, I would like to receive emails with exclusive specials and offers.
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